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Fierce persecution

It’s hard for most of us here in the UK to imagine the persecution and suffering endured 

by Christians in countries like North Korea, Pakistan, Iran and Sudan, to name but a few. 

Their courage and faithfulness, refusing to deny their Lord is deeply humbling – would 

we be as brave under such pressure? They are deeply grateful for our prayers and any 

support we can give to the ministries reaching out to them. Thank God for the dedicated 

campaigning and caring work of organisations such as Christian Solidarity Worldwide, 

Open Doors, Tearfund, Release International, Barnabas Fund, Foundation for Relief and 

Reconciliation in the Middle East and the many others. 

I have been reminded again of the incredible hostility towards the earliest Christians 

living in the pagan Roman Empire. At that time everyone was expected to honour the 

many gods that were worshipped in each city, family home, professional guild and 

political institution. Those who became followers of Jesus were suddenly refusing to 

acknowledge these gods because they claimed that only the God and Father of the 

Lord Jesus was worthy of worship. They were therefore accused of insulting behaviour, 

atheism and blasphemy and many died for their faith as martyrs.  

We hope that CARE and ResPublica’s Beyond Belief research will be strategic 

and influential so that in our day, here in the UK, we too can curb the efforts of a 

vocal minority opposed to what Christians seek to do in the service of others. May God 

grant us His goodness and mercy to see our Judeo-Christian heritage maintained and 

improved.

Please pray that in the coming months our Christian freedoms will be strengthened – 

never forgetting the desperate plight of those who are being persecuted for their faith 

across the world.

Thank you again for your continuing support of CARE – we appreciate you so much.

Yours in His grace

Rev Lyndon Bowring

CARE Executive Chairman
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As the idea of ‘human rights’ is rooted in the Bible, Christians have invariably been 

those championing freedom of speech and religious liberty. But worryingly, with today’s 

society’s growing distrust of religion of any kind and general unawareness about what 

churches are actually about, Christians increasingly face restrictions. Secular 

atheistic attitudes that belittle and marginalise Christianity are trying to prevent believers 

from manifesting or living out their faith. For example, almost all the twelve UK Catholic 

adoption agencies were forced to close because they did not agree with placing children 

with same-sex couples. Several university student unions have banned debates and 

other events that promote orthodox Christian moral values. A Christian registrar lost her 

job for refusing to officiate at a same-sex wedding. However, we are encouraged by 

Theresa May’s recent comment that ‘Christians must be free to speak about their faith’, 

the truth is that today there exists a ‘hierarchy of human rights’, some trumping 

others. Individuals and groups with Christian convictions are increasingly experiencing 

discrimination. And yet, at the same time, as problems of poverty rise, it is the 

Church that is stepping into the breach to meet people’s needs!

‘By grace alone, through faith alone, in Christ alone’

Christian MP Stephen Timms recently commented that Parliament has a far more 

positive view of churches today due to the incredible mobilisation of a massive 

volunteering service in cities, towns and villages nationwide serving through food banks, 

debt counselling, support for homeless people and much else. The Cinnamon Network has 

been a catalyst – accessing state and police funding as well as support from individuals 

and grant-making trusts. They have ensured that these Christian projects conform to 

the highest standards and work in harmony with national and local government.

At the start of the Reformation 500 years ago, Martin Luther famously proclaimed that 

salvation is found ‘by grace alone, through faith alone, in Christ alone’, not the rites of 

the Church, good works or paying ‘indulgences’ for forgiveness of sins. And over the 

next centuries an ongoing radical reformation took place as many devout ‘Dissenting’ 

Christians broke away from the constraints of the established Church to exercise ‘full 

liberty of conscience’ to evangelise, worship and serve God, without being restricted 

to certain buildings, the Prayer Book and strict forms of services. People like George 

Whitfield and John Wesley rode throughout the nation controversially preaching 

the gospel in the open fields and these courageous counter-cultural Christians were for 

years excluded from many spheres of national life – university professions, civil service 

careers, and other public offices. 

History shows how Christians of past centuries defended their rights to contribute 

to public life without compromising their allegiance to God. That is why CARE is 

committed to standing up for freedom of conscience and is working to encourage the 

Government in the proposed new Bill of Rights to include ‘reasonable accommodation’ to 

allow people of faith to be treated fairly and allowed to express their beliefs in a spirit of 

grace and truth.

Counter-cultural

New Christians abstained from any sexual relationships outside heterosexual marriage 

– deeply counter-cultural for the time when sex with prostitutes, slaves, and children was 

normal, even for married men. Then there was the Church’s opposition to the common 

practice of the disposal of unwanted new-born babies. These uniquely multi-ethnic 

Christian communities were known for their distinctive compassion and generosity to the 

poor and needy, and their forgiveness towards their enemies was another unheard-of 

attitude that set them apart. Tim Keller comments, ‘The early church surely looked like 

it was on the “wrong side of history,” but instead it changed history with a dogged 

adherence to the biblical gospel. That should be our aspiration as well.’

Freedom of Conscience

In one way, any restrictions experienced by Christians in the West that may prevent 

them from acting according to a Christian conscience are nothing compared with the 

oppression inflicted on those who are truly persecuted. However, we must remain 

vigilant to uphold our freedom and rights to serve God and our neighbours so that 

we can continue to make a real Christian difference in our society and culture.

Some months ago, at a lunch for the Cinnamon Network England Advisory Council, which 

I am honoured to chair, I found myself unexpectedly seated next to Philip Blond, Director 

of the think tank ResPublica. We discussed our Judeo-Christian heritage and how it 

might figure in a new Bill of Rights. This conversation resulted in CARE commissioning a 

significant piece of research by ResPublica’s Dr James Orr – a highly respected Oxford 

Christian professor specialising in theology, ethics and public life. Thanks to the generosity 

of some special friends, this work, ‘Beyond Belief – defending religious liberty through 

the British Bill of Rights’ was launched at a meeting sponsored by MP Fiona Bruce in 

Parliament last November in the presence of a large audience of MPs, Peers, political 

activists and church leaders. MPs were urged to take action to introduce an adjournment 

debate on this issue. Our heart’s desire is any future Government legislation will 

ensure that vital matters of freedom and conscience are clearly enshrined in law 

instead of leaving it to the Courts to decide on people’s rights case by case.

Lord Mackay has warned of the ‘danger of putting religion in a box only to be 

brought out on ceremonial occasions … One does not lose (one’s faith) when 

one steps into the public sphere. Indeed, for the sake of everyone’s liberty it is 

paramount that such rights are upheld in the public realm.’ 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights in Article 18 states:

           

   ‘Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right 

includes freedom to … manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship 

and observance.’
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